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1. Introduction

The Kola NPP continues commercial operation of 
2nd generation fuel (FA-2) and trial operation of 
3rd generation fuel (FA-3), which has a number 
of design features providing the best operational 
characteristics. 

This report gives the results of VVER-440 core 
operation with FA-2 and FA-3 with enrichment in-
creased up to 4.87%, and at the power level uprat-
ed to 107% of nominal power level. Brief analysis 
of obtained data is carried out.

Peculiarities and techniques of developing 
loading patterns with new types of nuclear fuel for 
operation at the uprated power level are reviewed.

2.  Comparison Results of Core 
Physical Characteristics

Results of zero power physics tests of core with 
FA-3 confi rm the declared error of the BIPR-7A 
program [1].  Accuracy of determination of scram 
effi ciency can be raised with 3-dimensional dy-
namic model of the core like NOSTRA [2], which 
takes into account spatial effect of reactivity. Coin-
cidence of calculated and experimental concentra-
tion of a liquid absorber was good.

3. Peculiarities of  U-Gd Fuel

FA-2 and FA-3 contain burnable absorber - gad-
olinium Gd. The inaccuracy of power forecast in 
case of using burnable absorber can be due to 
uncertainty of multiplication factor of fresh FA in 
period of  Gd burnable.

Comparison of calculated and experimental 
data during several fuel cycles shows that average 
divergence of FA power does not exceed 3%,  vol-
umetric energy release - 5%. Defl ection maximum 
exceeds 5% limit of calculation inaccuracy only in 
fresh FA with Gd, where measured power exceeds 
accounted power by 6-8%. Defl ection has a sys-
tematic nature and observes in different degrees 
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for all core patterns, realized on Kola NPP and 
having fresh fuel with burnable absorber in center. 
For fresh assemblies with Gd the calculated veloc-
ity of power changing undeis above observed. In 
all other FA, including surround, estimated velocity 
of power changing corresponds to experimental.

Possible reason of divergence can be an in-
complete coolant mixing and redistribution of pow-
er between fuel pin. That infl uences on thermocou-
ple measurements, which are not proportional to 
the average power of FA [3, 4]. Particularly effect 
can be appreciable for high tensed FA. Method 
of problem solving - a design analysis of mixing 
coolant by hydraulic programs and possible using 
of the corresponded amendments to the thermo-
couples registrations [5].

Defl ection can be also explained by reducing 
of Gd absorber effi ciency if the FA with the burnout 
fuel pins are placed nearby. The Gd burnable con-
ditions in pin not fully correspond to the conditions, 
accepted in calculations of macroconstants (end-
less lattice of similar FA). 

Analysis of operating conditions can be ex-
ecuted by the calculations with programs which 
take into account the changing of neutrons spec-
trum into the cassette depending on its surround-
ings of burnout assemblies. 

Direct calculation of burnable absorber effi -
ciency under the large-scale neutrons leakage is 
diffi cult, it requires a signifi cant time. The evalua-
tion of differences in duplicate system characteris-
tics with the accommodation burnable absorber in 
the center and on peripheries of FA was executed. 
Compositions of fuel pin are alike. If leakage of 
neutrons is absent (mirror refl ection of particles 
on borders of FA), both variants are equivalent to 
each other and correspond to base conditions ac-
cepted in macroconstants calculation for program 
BIPR-7A. When leakage is increased for imitating 
the burnout assemblies surroundings, it was ob-
served the difference in reactivity up to 5%. Reac-
tivity of system with burnable absorber on periph-
eries of assembly is above. In this case state with 
location of burnable absorber in the FA center is 
closer to the base condition, accepted at the con-
stants calculation (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Two variants of accommodation fuel pin with Gd, accepted in calculations

Figure 2.  Changing in reactivity of FA when probability of neutron leakage is increasing

Calculations on the program MCU-REA[6] 
show a reduction of burnable absorber effi ciency 
when increasing of  neutrons leakage. Other con-
ditions being equal (Figure 2).

Outside of dependencies from the reason, quan-
titative dependencies of changing the multiplicative 
characteristics for fi rst year FA-2, used for neutron-
physical calculation program BIPR-7, are received 
on the data base of 4 consequent fuel cycles (Figure 
2). They refl ect a real changing in power of fi rst year 
FA in the burnable process and can be used for core 
design of following fuel cycle (Figure 3).

4. Particularities of Core Design

Duration of design fuel cycle about 310 fpd, when 
loading 54 - 60 fresh FA, makes it possible to work 

during the year on the increased power level. Prac-
tically durations of last fuel cycles were only 298, 
252, 230, 257 and 273 fpd. Given circumstance 
compels to reduce an amount of fresh assemblies 
down to 42 FA and 6 fuel followers (FF) annually.

When duration of fuel cycle is reduced to 200-
250 fpd, assemblies of 1-st and 2-nd year of op-
eration which have the same multiplication charac-
teristics are inhere in core. Gross amount is near 
100 pieces, so how at given time multiplicative 
characteristics of FA with burnable absorber go 
back to the source value.

Because of no designed composition of core 
and necessity to perform the limit values  installed 
in project (for instance, effi ciency of emergency 
protection, integral effi ciency of working group, 
effi ciency of thrown away control rod) creation of 
a core pattern with suffi ciently greater margin for 

Gd on peripheries of FA

Gd in the center
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Figure 3. Comparison of calculated power (dashed line) with the experiment (solid line) for high power fresh 
FA-2 depending on the nature of the multiplicative characteristics changing at a period of gadolinium 
burning

Figure 4. Dependency of multiplicative characteristics of FA with enriching 4.87% from burnup
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border values of peak power factors for working 
on increased power level is not an easy job to do. 
To decide the specifi ed problems several methods 
can be used.

5. Methods of Core Design

Improvement of technology of nuclear fuel produc-
tion and increasing accuracy of calculation are the 
main factors defi ning progress in the fi eld of using 
a nuclear fuel. However, the weak link that restrain 
further development is an existing semiautomatic 
way of core design, both when selecting an actual 
current core pattern, and during designing of new 
fuel cycles. Impossibility to fi nd a global optimum 
does not allow to estimate economic reasonability 

Figure 6. Distribution of defl ections in the maximum fuel pin power under the random burnup 
variation within inaccuracy its calculation in all FA. Transition core pattern of 4-th 
block Kola NPP. MONTE-CARLO calculation

and perspective utility of innovative nuclear fuel 
since for this it is necessary to choose a fuel cycle 
with high parameters. 

At present on NPP with WWER the design-
ing and optimization of the core arrangement is 
performing using the PROROK code [7]. Program 
uses a method of local optimization in combination 
with the consequent analysis of variants. As target 
functions the relative power of FA is chosen. From 
the physical standpoint an idea of deciding a task 
consists in consequent reducing a value of target 
functions - single-line combinations of peak power 
factors by transpositions of two FA with each other. 

Modern algorithms of searching for several 
parameters simultaneously (evolutional strategies, 
genetic algorithms and others) allows to get a best 
decision in limited conditions, greatly automate a 
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process, use all advantages of modern computers. 
Variation of such algorithm, developed on Kola NPP 
[8] is used for the searching of core arrangement. 
Possible undertaking an optimization with provision 
for several factors - border and frame parameters 
of core. Herewith each of factors alternately is a pa-
rameter for optimization or border condition.

When requirements increased (work on pow-
ers above nominal) and it is impossible to ensure 
the margin for installed design limits, evaluation of 
calculation model sensitivity by changing the input 
data for load pattern can be useful.

Figure 7. Pattern of transition core at block 4 Kola NPP in the introducing of fuel by enriching 4.87%. 
Marking: cell number, enrichment, year of work

For separate positions in the core is found the 
deep infl uence of burnup changing on the value of 
peak power factors, that under other equal disad-
vantage conditions can be one of the reasons of 
restriction of reactor power. Analysis of sensitivity 
and uncertainty of calculation results would allow 
to estimate quantitatively the probability of break-
ing the designed limits and to take into account 
this circumstance under the searching of optimum 
core arrangement [9].

The simplest way of evaluation is method 
MONTE-CARLO. Performing casual fl uctuations 
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with burnup in accordance with inaccuracy of its 
calculation in each FA, it is possible to simulate 
deviations of multiplicative properties of FA and 
get a distribution of maximum power of FA, fuel 
pin maximum power and other limits and range 
values of core pattern characteristics. Fluctuations 
of maximum power of FA, fuel pin will above cal-
culation error. Knowing fl uctuation and variance of 
parameter would be possible to defi ne probability 
of installed limit excess and take it as the optimiza-
tion goal (Figure 4).

As mentioned above, calculation result for 
power of fresh FA with absorber, encircled with 
burnout FA, contributes the most uncertainty. De-
viation does not prevent to work at nominal pow-
er, but can become an obstacle for reaching the 
power 107%. For unconditional ensuring a work 
on the increased power, fresh fuel can be installed 
not in the core center as in the project, but on the 
periphery. There it will have smaller power, so 
divergence with the calculation will not infl uence 
upon the disposable power. So on block 4 in last 
fuel cycles FA of 2-th year, with well predictions 
multiplicative characteristics, were loaded in core 
center. Alongside with revision the nature of fresh 
fuel’s characteristics changing that has allowed to 
reach 107% power level without problems.

Strategy of core design is not a single facility of 
ensuring an unconditional work on the increased 
power level. Improvement of nuclear fuel’s tech-
nology production and design modifi cation of FA-2 
and FA-3 is more complex, but effective way. The 
following step in this direction can be an optimiza-
tion of pin’s enrichment profi ling which will simplify 
the core design.

6. Conclusion

Experimental features of WWER-440 core with 
the fuel 2-nd and 3-rd generations with increased 
4.87% enrichment are received. Some questions 
of FA-2 and FA-3 operation, particularities and 
methods of core inventory’s arrangement optimi-
zation while working on the increased power level 
were discussed.
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